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Abstract
Research in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has wit-
nessed a steep improvement in the past decade (especially for
English language) where the variety and amount of training
data available is huge. In this work, we develop an ASR and
Keyword Search (KWS) system for Manipuri, a low-resource
Indian Language. Manipuri (also known as Meitei), is a
Tibeto-Burman language spoken predominantly in Manipur
(a northeastern state of India). We collect and transcribe tele-
phonic read speech data of 90+ hours from 300+ speakers for
the ASR task. Both state-of-the-art Gaussian Mixture-Hidden
Markov Model (GMM-HMM) and Deep Neural Network-
Hidden Markov Model (DNN-HMM) based architectures are
developed as a baseline. Using the collected data, we achieve
better performance using DNN-HMM systems, i.e., 13.57%
WER for ASR and 7.64% EER for KWS. The KALDI speech
recognition tool-kit is used for developing the systems. The
Manipuri ASR system along with KWS is integrated as a visual
interface for demonstration purpose. Future systems will be
improved with more amount of training data and advanced
forms of acoustic models and language models.

Index Terms: Manipuri, ASR, KWS, GMM-HMM, DNN-
HMM

1. Introduction
India is a diverse and multilingual country. It has vast linguistic
variations spoken across its billion plus population. Languages
spoken in India belong to several language families, mainly the
Indo-Aryan languages spoken by 75% of Indians, followed by
Dravidian languages spoken by 20% of Indians and other lan-
guage groups belonging to the Austroasiatic, Sino-Tibetan, Tai-
Kadai, and a few other minor language families and isolates
[1]. Speech and language technologies are now designed to
provide interfaces for digital content that can reach the public
and facilitate the exchange of information across people speak-
ing different languages. Therefore, it is a sound area of research
to develop speech technologies in multilingual societies such as
India that has about 22 major languages, i.e., Assamese, Bengali
(Bangla), Bodo, Dogri, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri,
Konkani, Maithili, Malayalam, Manipuri (Meitei), Marathi,
Nepali, Odia, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Santali, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu
and Urdu. These languages are written in 13 different scripts,
with over 1600 languages/dialects [2]. Over the years, sev-
eral efforts have been made to develop resources/data for var-
ious speech technology related applications in Indian languages
[3, 4, 5]. With the growing use of Internet and with the idea
of digitalization, speech technology in Indian languages will
play a crucial role in the development of applications in various
domains like agriculture, health-care and services for common
people, etc. [6].

On the similar lines, in this work, we present our efforts in
building a speech corpus for Manipuri language and using it for
Speech-to-Text (STT) and Keyword Search (KWS) application.
Manipuri (also known as Meitei) is one of the official languages
spoken widely in the northeastern part of India. It belongs to
the Sino-Tibetan family of languages and is mostly spoken by
the inhabitants of Manipur and people at Indo-Myanmar border
[7]. According to the 2001 census, there are around 1.46M na-
tive Manipuri speakers [8]. Manipuri has three main dialects:
Meitei proper, Loi and Pangal. It is tonal in nature and the tones
are of two types: level and falling [9]. It is mostly written us-
ing the Bengali and Meitei Mayek script (in the 18th century
the Bengali script was adopted over Meitei script). Currently,
a majority of the Manipuri documents are written with Bengali
script. The Bengali script has 55 symbols to represent 38 Ma-
nipuri phonemes. It’s phonological system consists of three ma-
jor systems of sound, i.e., vowels, consonants, and tones [10].
It is the official language in government offices and is a medium
of instruction up to the undergraduate level in Manipur.

Data collection and speech technology research are much
explored for languages like Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, etc., having
larger speaking population [5, 11]. Speech technology appli-
cations for Manipuri language includes Text-to-Speech (TTS)
synthesis developed from the Consortium efforts for Indian lan-
guages [12, 13]. A few studies have been carried out demon-
strating speech recognition application in Manipuri language.
This includes developing a phonetic engine for language iden-
tification task using a very small dataset of 5 hours [14]. Fur-
ther, on this data, phoneme-based KWS has also been demon-
strated stating an accuracy of 65.24% [15]. In [16], the effect of
phonetic modeling on Manipuri digit recognition had also been
studied. A brief description of various other technologies re-
lated to Manipuri language processing is given in [17]. One of
the main reason of Manipuri being less researched is the lack of
speech data for tasks like Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
as compared to the data available for other northeastern lan-
guages like, Assamese and Bengali [18, 19]. In addition, for
Manipuri, less digitized data is available from Internet sources
(especially in UTF-8 format), i.e., it is a less computerized lan-
guage and hence, requires more text processing. Due to the
landscape, the language is known to only a few people. Several
other challenges with respect to Manipuri language processing
are mentioned in [20]. Thus, developing an ASR system for
Manipuri language has been a challenge.

In this paper, we present our efforts in developing an ASR
system for Manipuri language. The rigorous process of data
collection, speech data transcription, etc. have been described.
In addition, the performance of the KWS jointly with the ASR
system is highlighted. The KALDI speech recognition toolkit
[21] has been used to develop a baseline system for Manipuri
language. The models have been ported and a visual interface
has been created for demo purpose.
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2. Building the Manipuri Speech Corpora
2.1. Text Data Collection

While collecting the text for applications like ASR, it is im-
portant to have a huge text corpus source from which the opti-
mal sub-set has to be extracted as the reliability of the language
model depends on it. The corpus should be unbiased to a spe-
cific domain and large enough to convey the syntactic behavior
of the language. Text for Manipuri is collected from commonly
available and mostly error-free sources on the Internet [22]. A
total of∼57000+ prompts were collected from online Manipuri
websites and articles from news sites. Some part of the corpora
has been corrected with the help of Manipuri linguists.

It is required that the text is in a representation that can be
easily processed. Normally, the text on web-sources will be
available in a specific font. So, font converters are needed to
convert the corpus into the desired electronic character code.
Thus, all the text is made available in the UTF-8 format and it
is ensured that there are no mapping and conversion errors.

2.2. Speech Data Recording

Recordings corresponding to∼100 hours of telephonic and read
speech from 300+ native Manipuri speakers is collected. A ded-
icated portal was built where the user registers and logs in. The
user is asked to enter details such as name, age, email, phone
number, etc. and is then asked to dial a toll-free number. The
text appears on the portal screen and the speakers speak over a
mobile device a set of assigned sentences.

After reading the displayed text, the speaker presses the #
key and the next text appears. Each user receives a set of 100-
150 utterances, corresponding to around 30 minutes of speech
data. Recordings are done in normal office environments, hos-
tels, colleges, i.e., quiet as well as environments with babble and
other noises. Once the recordings are done, the user receives
coupons as a token of appreciation for his/her contribution to-
wards the data collection process as shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Speech Data Annotation

2.3.1. Data Cleaning

The speech data collected may have empty audio files or corrupt
files. There may be instances when the speaker does not speak,
difficulty in reading, technical issues, etc. Thus, the recordings
are scanned to identify such cases and remove the audio files.

2.3.2. Transcription

In the next task, the speech data is transcribed. The speech data
is validated to check for any mismatch between the text and au-
dio, etc. The data is also tagged for non-speech parts and other
fillers such as: no-speech: when there is no speech/silence in the
recording, hes: if the speaker hesitates while speaking, cough:
if the speaker coughs while speaking, laugh: if the speaker
laughs while speaking, sta: when there is background noise in
the recordings, e.g., fan noise, int: when there is foreground
noise in the recordings, babble: when other speakers are speak-
ing in the background, ring: when some sort of ringing is there
in the recordings, e.g., telephone ringing. During transcription,
the unwanted very large silences at the start and end, etc. are
removed, hence, the amount of data will be less after transcrip-
tion. The annotation/transcription was carried out by 5 trained
Manipuri linguists in a period of 6 months using wave-surfer
as a tool for transcription [23] (as shown in Figure 2).

Figure 1: View of the Manipuri speech data recording portal

Figure 2: Snapshot of the wavesurfer tool used for labeling

2.4. Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P)

A Grapheme-to-Phoneme module converts words to pronunci-
ations. In Indic languages, the letters and sounds have a close
correspondence; there is an almost one-to-one relation between
the written form of the words and their pronunciations. The
words are first broken down into their syllables. A syllable is
a unit of spoken language that is spoken without interruption.
Hence, breaking an input word into syllables works like a de-
limiter that leads to phoneme mapping. The phonemes are then
mapped to a standard form of representing phonemes. Manipuri
lexicon is obtained through a rule-based parser developed as
part of TBT-Toolkit [13]. It uses the Common Label Set (CLS)
that provides a standardized representation of phonemes across
different Indian languages [24, 25]. Occasional issues where
identified and where manually rectified by the linguists. A part
of the lexicon generated for Manipuri language is shown below.

3. Speech Recognition System
The overall architecture for the Manipuri speech recognition
system includes the data collection and training pipeline for
ASR and the testing pipeline for ASR as well as KWS as shown
in Figure 3. In this section, we discuss the basic building blocks
of the system, i.e., the language modeling, and acoustic model-
ing including the feature extraction process and decoding stage.

3.1. Language Model (LM)

The language model estimates the probability of a hypothesized
word sequence, or LM score, by learning the correlation be-
tween words from a training text corpora. The LM score often
can be estimated more accurately if the prior knowledge about
the domain or task is known [27]. The CMU-Cambridge Lan-
guage Model (LM) toolkit is used to build the LM [28].
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Figure 3: Overall architecture of Manipuri ASR and KWS system. Adopted from [26]

3.2. Acoustic Models (AMs)

The Manipuri ASR systems were trained using two differ-
ent Acoustic Models (AMs), i.e., a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM)-Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and a hybrid Deep
Neural Network (DNN)-HMM for building the ASR system.

3.2.1. GMM-HMM systems

In the 1980s, state-of-the-art ASR systems used Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) or RelAtive Spectral Transform-
Perceptual Linear Prediction (RASTA-PLP) [29, 30] as feature
vectors along with GMM-HMM. These GMM-HMM AMs
were trained using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) training
criterion. Later, in the 2000s, sequence discriminative training
algorithms such as Minimum Classification Error (MCE) and
Minimum Phone Error (MPE) were proposed that further
improved the ASR accuracy [31]. In this work, MFCC features
are extracted with the ∆ and ∆∆ features for initial speaker
independent GMM-HMM training. The speaker dependent
GMM-HMM model is build using Feature space Maximum
Likelihood Linear Regression (FMLLR) features [32].

3.2.2. DNN-HMM systems

Over the last few years, efficient methods for training DNNs for
ASR have been witnessed [33] showing that DNNs are better
classifiers than GMMs [34]. The output layer accommodates
the number of HMM states that arise when each phone is mod-
eled by a number of different triphone HMMs taking into ac-
count the phones on either side [35]. The GMM-HMM model is
used to obtain alignments for training data and finally a DNN is
trained by feeding the FMLLR features as the input and senone
probabilities as the output. The DNN training uses p-norm ac-
tivation function [36] with cross-entropy as the loss function
using natural Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [37].

3.3. Decoding

The decoding step generates the most probable hypothesis for
a given speech and generates multiple hypothesis based on the
AM and LM weights. The total cost in generating hypothesis is
based on AM and the weighted LM cost. The DNN gives poste-
rior probability for every speech frame which is combined with

LM cost and embedded into a FST graph. An FST graph is com-
posed of lexicon, LM, context and HMM states [38]. Senone
posteriors are generated from DNN to search the graph for the
1st best output. On decoding a test audio signal, corresponding
lattices are generated which are used for KWS. In the statisti-
cal framework, the fundamental equation of speech recognition
states that, if X is the sequence of acoustic feature vectors (ob-
servations) and W denotes a word sequence, the most likely
word sequence W ∗ is given by,

W ∗ = arg max
W

P (W |X) (1)

Applying Bayes Theorem on (1), we get,

W ∗ ≈ arg max
W

P (X|W )P (W ) (2)

where in (2) likelihood P (X|W ) is generally called the AM
as it estimates the probability of a sequence of acoustic obser-
vations, conditioned on the word string and P (W ) is the LM.

4. Experimental Setup and Results
4.1. Details of the Setup

4.1.1. Database

For training the ∼90 hours dataset is split in training sets of
30, 40, 50 and 70 hours. The end system built with 70 hours
of training set includes ∼65,000 words and ∼36000 sentences.
The test data is a fixed ∼11 hours set corresponding to ∼6500
words from about 60 speakers. The additional 10 hours amounts
to non-speech tags in the dataset.

4.1.2. Tools and Performance Measures

The KALDI toolkit is used for ASR system building [21]. As
the collected data is read in nature and the speaker information
is known, we use the LibriSpeech recipe [39] that uses speaker
adaptive training. The CMU-LM toolkit is used to build a 2-
gram LM [28]. The LM was built on around 37213 sentences,
with an average of 10-15 words per sentence. As the text avail-
able for training the LM is less, we build a 2-gram model as all
the possible combinations needed for 3-gram pairs would not be
available. The performance of ASR and KWS is evaluated us-
ing Word Error Rate (WER) and Equal Error Rate (EER) [40].
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4.1.3. Parameters Settings

We use 3 hidden layer DNN for model training. Each hidden
layer has 2000 dimensional hidden units with p-norm activa-
tion. Here, p=2 and group size = 5 which leads to input p-norm
dimension 2000 and output p-norm dimension 400. The DNN
has an input layer which takes 360-dimensional input and the
output of the DNN is 2365 context dependent phonemes states.
The input to the neural network is obtained by concatenating
4 left and 4 right FMLLR features each of dimension 40. The
outputs are obtained by GMM-HMM alignment. We minimize
the cross-entropy loss function using back-propagation with an
initial learning rate of 0.01 and final learning rate of 0.001.

4.1.4. KWS Setup

The KW set includes 100 unique unigram words randomly se-
lected from the test set. There are a total of 4068 instances
of the KWs in the test set as the KWs may have many occur-
rences. The KWS module indexes the lattices and given a key-
word/phrase searches through the indexed lattices to obtain a
list of occurrences of the desired KWs [41].

4.1.5. Infrastructure Details

Training is done with a minibatch size of 512 which fits on sin-
gle GPU card. Training of the AM is done on 2 Telsa K40 GPUs
(each 12GB RAM, Cuda cores: 2880). It is observed that the
use of GPUs significantly reduces training time [26]. For the
final set of training with more amount of data, we used GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti (with 11GB RAM and Cuda cores = 3584).

4.2. Experimental Results

The results of the Manipuri ASR and KWS system is shown in
Table 1. It is observed that, on increasing the training data, the
WER and EER for DNN-HMM systems is less than that of the
GMM-HMM systems. It is observed that the KWS system gives
better performance as it works on n-best lattices as compared
to ASR that uses only the 1st best lattice. For the 50 hours
of training data, we achieve the best performance of 13.57%
WER (ASR) and 7.64% EER (KWS). For KWS, as compared
to the 4068 instances of KWs in the test set, the detected KWs
were 7688 and 7548 for GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM systems,
respectively. Therefore, for KWS, false alarms occur which is
reflected in the EER.

The results for the final experiment with larger training
dataset of 70 hours show that the WER and EER increase by
2%. It may be due to the reason that the network parameters
(e.g., the layer sizes) needs to be tuned considering the smaller
amount of data. Further, a modern architecture must be used
that gives performance gain both in WER and decoding speed.

Table 1: Results for Manipuri ASR systems and KWS system

Training No. of Systems ASR KWS
(∼Hours) Speakers (%WER) (%EER)

30 117 GMM-HMM 19.41 11.41
DNN-HMM 15.26 7.94

40 172 GMM-HMM 19.57 11.38
DNN-HMM 14.50 7.66

50 232 GMM-HMM 19.28 11.58
DNN-HMM 13.57 7.64

70 261 GMM-HMM 19.94 11.8
DNN-HMM 15.02 9.24

4.3. Demo for Manipuri ASR and KWS

Figure 4 shows the visual interface that is available to display
the Manipuri ASR and KWS system. The interface has options
to play the selected wavefile. As the audio is played, the de-
coded ASR transcript is displayed in the second panel. If the
words in the transcript match with the KW list, then the KW is
highlighted. It is possible that the ASR transcript does not ex-
actly match to any of the KWs, however, the search algorithm
may identify the presence of the KWs in the audio file and give
a possible hit. These cases are displayed in the third panel. As
the KWs are identified with a start and end duration (shown in
Figure 3), in the visual interface, a feature is provided to click
the transcript and the corresponding location in the audio panel
is highlighted. Details regarding the integration of the models
for demonstration are given in [42].

Figure 4: Demonstration of Manipuri ASR and KWS system

5. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrate our efforts in building an initial
Manipuri ASR and KWS system. On an average, the DNN-
HMM system shows improvement of 1% WER for every 10
hours of data (excluding the final experiment). Overall, the
KWS improves by 34% from GMM-HMM to DNN-HMM. Ad-
ditional data is being collected, multiple pronunciations are be-
ing added to the lexicon and the use of advanced forms of acous-
tic models and language models are currently in process. As a
part of the future work, the collected data is being explored for
language identification task with regionally similar languages
like Assamese and Bengali. Currently, the systems are built
for read speech and extending it to conversational speech data
would assist in building robust applications.
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